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Editor's Note
This edition of SEMPER FLAGRANS! is a keepsake!
It features highlights of Glenmuir@60 – the
celebration of the 60th anniversary of the founding
of the School! The acclaimed success of the
celebrations is the direct result of the partnership
into which the main stakeholders engaged. In this
edition, we highlight and express our thanks for the
role played by the Board of Management, Planning
Committee, Administration, Staff, Students, the Past
Students’ Associations and Chapters, business
community in and from Clarendon and individuals
who made extraordinary contributions to this effort.
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Happy
Holidays!
warm wishes from the

GLENMUIR HIGH SCHOOL
PAST STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
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from the desk of the

President
This special edition of SEMPER FLAGRANS!
captures in brief, the historic significance,
the energy, the colour, the connections and
the evident joy associated with the activities
which were held to commemorate
GLENMUIR@60, from September 2018 to
September 2019. There is no denying the
importance of this milestone diamond
anniversary as it reflects and develops the
collective consciousness and appreciation of
the worth of our alma mater. The Past
Students' Association through its various
chapters, remained a valuable partner of
the administration and the student body
throughout the year of activities. We were
pleased at the interest shown by many of
you who served in various capacities and
demonstrated your support by your
presence and active participation at the
events, and I use this medium to thank you
all profoundly for being part of this journey.
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The celebrations have also been the vehicle
for our contemplation of how we move
forward as an organization as we continue
to ‘burn with the zeal for truth’ and with the
desire to help this distinguished institution
of learning to rise to its highest levels of
success. It is my hope, therefore, that the
PSA will continue to find meaningful ways
of strengthening our relations with the
school and in mentoring and encouraging
our students to be their best. Let this be our
challenge for the next significant milestone.
A happy FLAGRANS Christmas Season to
you all!

- Saundra Boreland-Bailey

Relentless
in pursuit of

Excellence

Symbols of Glenmuir
introducing... THE GLENMUIR FLAG

Ten years ago, the Glenmuir Song,
‘Semper Flagrans’, was introduced.
On the occasion of the school’s 60th
Anniversary Service of Thanksgiving
& Praise on September 9, 2018, the
school brand was enriched with the
presentation of the Glenmuir High
School Flag!

The Glenmuir Flag features a Cross symbolizing the fact that this noble Institution was founded by the Anglican
Church. The cross further signifies our focus on the spiritual health of all who pass through the corridors of the
School.
Rooted in the Cross, commanding a prominent spot at the top left corner of the flag is our 60 year old school
crest, which houses our motto, Flagrans Veritatis Studio; an open book encouraging continuous learning and a
pair of cow horns, reflective of an original use of the property on which the School stands.
The Flagrans flame burns from the right side of the flag, symbolic of the burning desire for truth and the
excellence which perpetually fuels our six core values which are reflected by the six diamonds over flame:

Trustworthiness. Respect. Responsibility.
Fairness. Caring. Citizenship.
All these symbols sit on a rich sea of maroon. This colour speaks of the confidence, excitement,
power, love, ambition, courage, strength, warmth and beauty of the Glenmuir spirit.
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PASSING
THE TORCH
CEREMONY

In what has become an event deeply symbolic of the tradition of excellence which is the
hallmark of Glenmuir, the administration includes a Passing of the Torch Ceremony in
its initiation activities at the start of the school year. In September this year, a member
of the first class of 1958 – Dr. Omar Davies – passed the “Torch of Excellence” to the
top-performing CSEC boy, Michael Forbes.
In the spirit of this excellence, Michael has since been inducted as President of the
National Prefects’ Association.
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DO BRUNCH!
REVIEW
THELET'S
PAST STUDENTS’
ASSOCIATIONS
In Celebration of Glenmuir@60

THE ANNUAL BRUNCH 2018 & 2019
‘Let’s Do Brunch!’ and 60th Anniversary Media Launch
The highly anticipated GHS Past Student Association’s Annual Let’s Do Brunch held on Sunday March 11, 2018
featured the media launch for the Glenmuir High School 60th Anniversary celebrations. Dramatic readings,
dramatizations, music and dance provided an overview of Glenmuir’s rich legacy and sparked excitement for the
coming year of activities.

GHSPSA Let’s Do Brunch! During Glenmuir@60
The 2019 annual GHSPSA Let’s Do Brunch!: Diamonds Are Red, held on the East Lawns at Devon House on

March 10, delivered another exceptional, high-quality event that returning patrons have grown to expect. The
brunch saw past and current students, as well as well-wishers of the institution come together at the annual
fundraiser. This year, the event delivered memorable performances from the iconic duo Marcia Griffiths and Bob
Andy, who thrilled patrons immensely. Amongst the memorable moments of the day was the generous
presentation of two million dollars from the local chapter of the PSA to the School for its refurbishing efforts.
L-R: Executive members of the local chapter Jennifer Mendes, Bernadette Salmon, PSA President Saundra Bailey, GHS Principal Marsha
Smalling, and PSA VP Prudence Simpson.
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Brunch 2019 Highlights
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Brunch 2019 Highlights (cont'd)
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FOUNDER’S WEEK AUDITORIUM NAMING CEREMONY

The following is an excerpt from the message that was submitted by Dr. Sydney Scott’s son, David Scott, for
the dedication service of the Sydney Scott Auditorium on Sunday, September 15, 2019.
It was an unexpected pleasure when I received the kind invitation from Dr Smalling to
attend a special Founder’s Week event to name the school auditorium in my father’s
honour. Regrettably neither my sisters nor I have been able to join you due to our other
commitments. I do however wish to convey our humble thanks for this honour you
bestow on him in recognition of his work and personal sacrifice to create this very
special institution. I would like to provide some historical context that may give you a
greater understanding of the link he had to the foundation of the school.

David Scott, son of Dr. Sydney H. Scott

My father was a deeply religious and private man and what few knew, he came from a
very humble background at a time in Jamaica when there was very little opportunity for
those without means. He knew even from a young age that only through diligence, hard
work and education would he be able to succeed. Aged nine, he sat an entrance exam
and was able to win one of the few scholarships at the time to study the following year
at Kingston College. He excelled academically but more importantly developed his
sense of duty under the guidance of Rt Rev Percival Gibson.

Against this background on February 18, 1958 Rev Gibson wrote to my father requesting him to become a member of the
committee being set up to organise a new school that was later to be named Glenmuir. Thus, began a life-long work and
fellowship to create a community based on justice, honesty, integrity, self-respect and above all the truth. It was this search
for truth and belief that only through understanding could the real truth be discovered that led him to create the school
motto Flagrans Veritatis Studio – burning with the zeal for truth!
He coordinated the master plan for the School’s buildings which, despite restrained budgets, has always provided for the
students, fostering the engagement of parents, alumni, staff and the large group of friends. Indeed, my father once
commented that:

When I think back on the incredible deficiencies
and inadequacies of school plant and facilities
during the crucial years of growth and development,
the remarkable measure of progress made and
achievements recorded can only best be described
as a triumph, long to be remembered.
My father would therefore be honoured and pleased to know that the school now celebrates Founder's Week
and this auditorium will now bear his name as a place of inclusivity and community. A place that will bear
witness to important and historic events and achievements. A place that will provide the stage for
succeeding generations to hone their skills in oratory, in drama, in debate, in learning and to
contribute to the building of Jamaica.
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Pictured: The Sydney Scott Auditorium |

The GHSPSA would like to thank Mr. Hugh Murray for his contribution in spearheading the auditorium
refurbishment project.

60TH ANNIVERSARY THANKSGIVING SERVICE
SCHOOL AUDITORIUM, 9TH SEPTEMBER 2018

THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

Committed to its role to guide the
affairs of the School, the Board of
Management gave its blessing to
the 60th anniversary celebrations.
Here, Board Chairman, the
Venerable Arch-deacon Winston
Thomas walks in the procession
with Principal Dr. Marsha Smalling
at the start of the 60th
Anniversary Church Service.

THE CHURCH SERVICE

Officiating Clergy, The Rt. Rev. Dr.
Robert Thompson, Suffragan Bishop
of Kingston.

THE CONGREGATION

Members of the congregation in joyful praise at the start of the 60th
Anniversary Service. In front row, 4th from right is former first VicePrincipal Mrs. D. V. Brown, who passed away in October 2019.

MEMBERS OF THE 60-VOICE CHOIR

Past and current members of the School
Choir join voices in celebration at the
Anniversary Service.
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A CELEBRATION BY AND
FOR THE STUDENTS!
Labour Day 2018
May 23, 2018

Present and past staff members and
students as well as parents joined hearts
and hands for the School’s beautification
project on Labour Day in preparation for
the 60th anniversary.

Thanksgiving Service, Lunch on the Lawn
and Dedication of the School Flag
September 9, 2018
Glenmuir High School’s 60th anniversary celebrations began with Founder's Week in September with the all-important
church service on September 9, 2018, at the School auditorium, where The Rt. Rev. Dr. Robert Thompson, Suffragan
Bishop of Kingston, was the Homilist. Of note, the Glenmuir High School flag was unveiled and dedicated at this
ceremony. The day culminated with Lunch on the Lawn that saw food and fellowship amongst past and current staff and
students and members of the wider Glenmuir community on Glenmuir’s Lawn after the service. It was an afternoon of
food, festivity and superb music.
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Spirit Day

September 14, 2018
As the actual Founder’s Day for Glenmuir, September 15, fell on a Saturday; Friday, September 14, was observed
as Spirit Day, and saw students, past and present, congregating at Bargain Village in May Pen to kick-start the
day’s road march and parade. The group journeyed down Main Street, then along Manchester Avenue, up
Glenmuir Road then ended on the School’s lawns. A marching band and a motorcade, which featured classic cars,
accompanied the sea of maroon and khaki-clad participants.
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Spirit Day Celebrations (cont'd)
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Flagrans Fest

November 24, 2018

The Glenmuir@60 celebrations continued with
Flagrans Fest on November 24, 2018, which was a
festival of food and entertainment geared towards
providing patrons, particularly those residing in the
surrounding communities, with hours of stellar
musical performances and tantalizing cuisine, in an
atmosphere of fun and good vibes on the School’s
front lawn. The day’s musical package featured the
acclaimed Glenmuir High School Choir, followed by
the mastery of Wayne Marshall; Clarendon’s son,
Freddie McGregor and Agent Sasco, interwoven with
the expertise of DJ Kurt Riley. Although a rainy night,
the weather could not drown the euphoric mood of
patrons.

Essay Competition
As a part of Glenmuir’s yearlong 60th Anniversary celebrations, the School partnered with the South Florida
Chapter of the Past Students Association to launch the 60th Anniversary Essay Competition. The essay competition
provided the ideal opportunity to encourage present students to become Glenmuir historians as they prepared their
entries. The competition was divided into two categories, upper school and lower school with participants
responding to the following topics: “Why should we celebrate in this our 60th year of existence and continue to
relentlessly pursue excellence?” for upper school and “In what ways is the Glenmuir High School motto still relevant
to students today?” for lower school. The South Florida Chapter provided trophies and a total cash prize of $60,000
for each category. The upper school winner was Daerresha Brown of Form 5N whilst Max Leiba of Form 2R was the
lower school winner. The students also received books courtesy of LMH Publishing.
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Inaugural Sydney Scott Distinguished Lecture, Wine & Cheese
Reception and Mentoring Event

6th December 2018

"To be or not to be: Practical Insights to Unleash the Global You"
Illustrious alumnus Ricardo Bryan, Senior VP Sales and Distribution, GraceKennedy Foods USA, delivered the
riveting inaugural Sydney Scott Distinguished Lecture on December 6, 2018, under the theme “To be or not to be:
Practical Insights to Unleash the Global You”. Designed to create a prestigious forum of intellectual exchange in
keeping with the high academic standard that Glenmuir offers, the Lecture fittingly honoured the vision of the
founding principal who was revered as an academic and orator. The event gave senior students an opportunity to
interact with leading members of the alumni across varying disciplines whilst simultaneously highlighting
professional excellence and providing occasions for networking at the wine and cheese social that concluded the
programme at the School’s auditorium. These are some of the highlights.
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Glenmuir@60 6K Walk/ Run
April 6, 2019

As the 60th anniversary celebrations wound to a close, the much anticipated Glenmuir@60 6K Walk/Run was
held on April 6, 2019. This event, which combined fund-raising and wellness, saw over 130 participants of all
fitness levels and ages trek the course. Current 5th form student Nogomo Johnson emerged as the winner for the
males whilst community member Sonia Gayle was the winning female.
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GLENMUIR GOES SOLAR

Above: Photograph of the solar energy panels on the roof of the Sydney Scott Auditorium at Glenmuir High School.

Glenmuir continues to be a trailblazer, this time in environmental issues. The solar project, the brain-child of
Dr. Omar Davies, was embraced by the Glenmuir Past Students’ Association and implemented with financial
support from the PetroCaribe Fund to the tune of US$142,000. It had five (5) components:

(i) implementation of an energy management strategy, with training for members of staff and students at
the school;
(ii) effecting critical repairs to the electrical infrastructure of the school, in order to meet the requirements
of the Government's Electrical Inspectorate;
(iii) implementation of energy conservation and efficiency measures (specifically replacing outdated A/C
units);
(iv) installation of a suitably-sized PV system to achieve 100% JPS displacement at peak demand and
minimal power export to JPS; and
(v) enrolment of the school in the OUR/JPS Net Billing Scheme.
The project was officially dedicated at the Founder’s Day Thanksgiving Service on September 15, 2019 and
is already meeting its objectives.
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In Pursuit of Excellence: Student Success
Glenmuir High School Report 2019
ACADEMIC
– GHS continues to be a top 10 school and placed 7th in the 2018 high school rankings for CSEC. The
rankings for 2019 will be published in early 2020.
– The CSEC and CAPE exam pass rates are 96% and 97.8% respectively for 2019. Tamra Bryan emerged as
the top CSEC student with 10 grade ones from ten subjects whilst Chavonnae Hayles was the top CAPE
student earning an amazing six grade ones, in one sitting, from six subjects.
– Glenmuir Placed 3rd in the National Problem-Solving Competition for Grade 9 hosted by the UWI on April
11, 2019. Mount Alvernia and Calabar High were first and second, respectively.
– Thirteen students from Forms 1-4 advanced to the final round of the National Mathematics Olympiad in
March 2019. Michael Harewood from the Form 3R, finished third in the Grade 9 category of the national
competition and was awarded a bronze medal.
– Fourteen students collected prizes for placing 1-3 in varying subjects in the CSEC and CAPE Examinations
for 2018 at the National CXC Awards held in March 2019. The subjects were Electronic and Document
Preparation, Literatures in English, Electrical Technology, Entrepreneurship, Law, Building and Mechanical
Engineer Drawing and Physical Education.
– Winnette Mamby of 6B was named the top performing CSEC Business Student in Jamaica at the National
CSEC Awards in March 2019.
– Glenmuir High placed third in the Scotia Road to Success Innovation Competition where students made
presentations on financial literacy. The team comprised third form students.

CO-CURRICULAR
– Spelling Bee – Glenmuir’s Darian Douglas emerged as the Gleaner Spelling Bee National Champion for
2019 and advanced to the finals of the Scripps National Spelling Bee Competition but was eliminated from
the final in 28th position out of 562 competitors. Darian makes the third consecutive national champion for
Glenmuir after Deneiro Hines 2017 and Nathaniel Stone 2018.
– The Under 15 Netball Team were named the National ISSA Under 15 Champions for 2019.
– Chess - Glenmuir was named as the top school at the Mineral Heights Blitz Tournament in April 2019.
– Three students from third form, Stephen Simpson, Zakari Messam and Tajaray Mahabeer were invited to
the National Under 15 Football training camp.
– Winnette Mamby placed second in the National 4H Public Speaking Competition in April 2019.
– The Flagrans Band advanced to the semi-finals but were just shy of the finals for the Best High School
Band Competition.
– The mighty DeRoux House emerged as Eisteddfod and Sports Day Champions for 2019.
– JCDC Music – Glenmuir earned 1 Gold, 3 Silver and 4 Bronze Medals at the parish finals.
– JCDC Dance - Glenmuir earned 5 Gold, 2 Silver and 2 Bronze Medals at the parish finals.
– Miss Rhaveen Khildare of Form 5N emerged as Miss Glenmuir 2019 in April. Rhaveen graduated as the
class valedictorian and has gone on to earn nine Grade ones from nine subjects in her CSEC examinations.
– The United Nations Association of Jamaica extended an invitation to Glenmuir High School to join them in
representing Jamaica as conference delegates at the WIMUN Conference held in New York on January 29 to
February 5, 2019. Upon returning, the United Nations Club hosted a successful Mental Health Expo in April
for the school community.
– Glenmuir High visited St. Gabriel’s Anglican Church to share in its Palm Sunday Service on April 14, 2019.
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EXCERPT FROM THE TRIBUTE TO

Mrs.
Dorcas
Veronica
Brown
FIRST VICE-PRINCIPAL OF GLENMUIR 1958
delivered at the Service of Thanksgiving for her life on October 5, 2019
by Mr. Sydney Bartley
Forgive me if I start this tribute in the language that first caused me to call her mother, because it is from her that I
inherited a passion that has been life to me. In the words of the great Chilean poet, Pablo Neruda: Puedo escribir los
versos más tristes esta noche. Translated: “I can write my saddest verses tonight”.
Reverend Fathers, Family, today God has bestowed upon me the singular honour of celebrating a life like no other. The
life of Mrs. Dorcas Veronica Brown was one for which those of us who passed through the hallowed halls of the nation’s
best school, Glenmuir High School, must be justly grateful. Hers was the God-designed purpose and mission to be coconspirator with Dr. Sydney Scott in a then secret plot to transform the children of the poor of Central Jamaica into
men and women of substance and good breeding, bearing the hallmarks of excellence, burning with the zeal for truth.
Mrs. Brown encapsulated the spirit of Glenmuir to all of us. It was a spirit of discipline above all else, of sportsmanship
above winning, of fostering good relationships over selfish ambitions, and of unflinching commitment to excellence and
true grit in the face of life’s challenges. She was an educator par excellence and she thirsted for the success of her
students. Many who sat with me in her Spanish class were mortally afraid of her directing a question to them, whether it
was a test of vocabulary or grammar, because they knew that to every wrong answer they would hear: Tonto! Or Tonta!
Today, I remember her as a woman who entered our lives as she entered our classroom – with dignity, seriousness and
no-nonsense determination. Mrs. Brown was part of the mission to construct a school that was to become a beacon of
erudition and hope. She knew that there was no room for compromise and no place for mediocrity. She taught us to
find truth in ourselves and in what our purpose is. The monuments to her life’s worth and substance is in every student
and past student of Glenmuir, whether you entered in 1958 or 2018. You stand on her legacy. Whether you are in
first form or sixth form or in some global industry, you stand on her shoulders as through her contribution and life’s
purpose she is still the eagle that helps us to soar. When man or woman has left a lasting monument, then the God of
our creation will say – “Bien Hecho” – “Well Done”.
And so, in this our last moment with her, we say, “Thou hast done well, Mrs. Brown”. To the family, my family – Dad,
Alastair, Celia, Maritza and their spouses and children, Maxine, and the rest of the family, I offer my own condolences
as well as of all those who benefited then and still benefit today from her life’s worth. She has been our matriarch,
exemplar of Jamaican motherhood. She has been our Queen Mother, rising like Queen Nanny on behalf of her
children, those born to her and those entrusted to her care.
I close with a poem Queen Elizabeth II included in the funeral of the Queen Mother when she died and dedicate it to the
family:

You can shed tears that she is gone
Or you can smile because she has lived.
You can close your eyes and pray she’ll come back
Or you can open your eyes and see all she’s left.
Your heart can be empty because you can’t see her
Or you can be full of the love you shared.
You can turn your back on tomorrow and live yesterday
Or you can be happy for tomorrow because of yesterday.
You can remember her and only that she’s gone
Or you can cherish her memory and let it live on.
You can cry and close your mind,
be empty and turn your back,
Or you can do what she’d want:
Smile, open your eyes, love and go on.
Mrs. Dorcas Veronica Brown, you have been our Matriarch and Queen
Mother. Mom, I honour you today. Thank you for making me a
member of the family. Now, instead of Spanish, you speak the
language of the angels. We love you Queen Mother. May light
perpetually shine upon you as you rest in eternal peace. Amen.
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L-R: Sydney Bartley, D.V. Brown, Rudolph
Brown (husband), & Prudence Simpson at the
60th Anniversary Church Service on
September 9, 2018

scan me

Five Years of Signature Style
and Saintly Struts!

Saint Int'l boss Deiwght Peters (4th right) and Signature's style maven Pat Samuels (3rd
right), flanked by Saint's top models at the 2019 Annual Brunch in Kingston, JM.

A highly anticipated feature of the annual GHS
Past Students’ Association ‘Let’s Do Brunch!’
programme is the themed fashion show
presented by Signatures Boutique. This fashion
show highlights the very best of statement,
ready-to-wear looks, spanning casual, patriotic
and formal attire modelled by past students
and the always-in demand Saint International
models.
The always-stylish Pat Samuels, who is at the
helm of Signatures, and The Saint Boss
himself, Deiwght Peters, have been supporting
the event since its inception and we pause to
salute and recognize their immeasurable
contribution to the success of Let’s Do Brunch!
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CHAPTERS' REPORT
The celebration of the 60th Anniversary of the founding of Glenmuir High, saw many of our Associations further
enhancing their work and projects in keeping with the diamond anniversary. The varying activities across Jamaica, New
York, South Florida, Toronto and the UK included thanksgiving services, refurbishing projects at the School, major fundraising projects and scholarship donations.
The PSA could not close the year without extending immense appreciation to all our partners who were integral in
making the 60th Anniversary celebrations a resounding success! We wholeheartedly thank members of the Glenmuir
family including the Board of Management, staff, PTA, past and present students and our faithful sponsors and members
of the business and wider May Pen community. We look forward to further deepening our partnerships for the upcoming
year. However, whilst the 60th anniversary was celebratory, we pause to remember those members of the Flagrans
family who we lost this year. We continue to pray for God’s comfort for their families and friends as they mourn.

Jamaica

The local chapter of the PSA realized many achievements as it relates to the organization, work and governance structures
of the chapter. Notable tasks include the launching of the PSA website and ongoing membership drive to reach out to our
past students. Additionally, the local chapter has engaged the services of external auditors for our accounts and continue
to support to school through monetary contributions towards student and infrastructural development. Of particular note,
the scholarship fund for past students at the tertiary level was relaunched in memory of Dr. Sydney Scott, the founding
principal, and major infrastructural projects included the renovating and naming of the School’s auditorium to the Sydney
Scott Auditorium. This renovation project was made possible from a $2,000,000 pledge to the school from the local
chapter. Moreover, the dedication of the Solar Panel Project also occurred this year. Funding for this was received from
the PetroCaribe Fund and we owe a debt of gratitude to the late Hedda-Kaye McKenzie and Dr. Omar Davies for their
commitment throughout the process.
The local chapter continues to strengthen ties with the overseas chapters through regular teleconferences and participating
in their alumni events. As the local chapter looks to the upcoming year, developing a Glenmuir Trust as a sustainable
funding vehicle, as well as the rehabilitation of the School’s entrance and the perimeter fencing will be some of our key
projects. We look forward to our past students' support in this effort.

New York

The dedicated team from New York doubled their usual efforts during the diamond anniversary and hosted their annual,
exciting fund-raising events; the Fish Fry in July and major Dinner Dance in November. Additionally, the NY Chapter
provided over US$5,000 in scholarships to several deserving, high-performing students and the Welfare Fund, as well as
resource support to the teaching staff and supplies to the Wellness Centre.

South Florida

The South Florida Chapter continues to support the school through its annual fundraising Dinner Dance in September that
supports many projects at the School and by providing a special award to the 2019 class valedictorian and the sponsoring
of the Glenmuir@60 Essay Competition. The Chapter was able to contribute over US$11,000 to the School’s ongoing
development.

Toronto

The Toronto Chapter of the alumni body re-launched during the anniversary year and was able to mobilize its efforts into
hosting successful fund-raising events as seen through their well supported Fish Fry and social.

The United Kingdom

The UK Chapter was pleased to assist with preserving the memory and accomplishing the dream of Dr Scott, through
supporting the refurbishing and naming of the auditorium. The Chapter continues to grow its membership and welcomes
anyone who is in the UK, whether as a student or a resident, or just visiting. As 2019 draws to a close, the UK Chapter
looks forward to 2020 with renewed strength and vigour, brimming with possibilities!
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Alumni Celebrations
Let the Good Times Roll! - The Class of 1984 Celebrates in Fine Style
It seemed as if time had hardly passed at all, as these former school mates laughed and talked like it was
1979 and they were just at school. The class of 1984 recently had their reunion but in a unique move, they
chose to highlight the start of their Glenmuir journey in 1979, rather than their graduating year of 1984. The
‘79ers’ as they call themselves, held their fabulous Fundraising Dinner Dance on Saturday, October 12, 2019
at the Sydney Scott Auditorium. The auditorium was transformed into an elegant golden ballroom catered
with delectable Jamaican classics. Alumna Dr. Maxine Ragbeer-Wilson was the Guest Speaker who took the
audience on an unforgettable walk down memory lane whilst musical group One Third closed the evening’s
soiree with classic hits that had patrons dancing the night away. One of the highlights of the evening was the
serenading and feting of their former first form teachers, who were specially invited guests at the function.
Here are some of the memorable highlights.
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Class of 1984 Celebrations (cont'd)
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New York Chapter - Dinner Dance
The New York Chapter’s 2019 annual superb Dinner Dance in November had its usual high energy as
patrons feasted and danced the night away to classic Jamaican hits.
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South Florida Chapter - End of Summer Weekend
The South Florida Chapter’s 2019 annual End of Summer Weekend held in September was a picture of
food, fun and festivity.
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Toronto Chapter - Fish Fry
Our fellow alumni in the Toronto Chapter celebrated in true ‘Jamaican Style’ with a well-seasoned
fund-raising Fish Fry on April 6, 2019 that brought together both new and familiar faces. The Toronto
chapter promises even more for the upcoming year.

UK Chapter - AGM
Members of the UK Chapter with His
Excellency Seth G. Ramocan, CD at the
Jamaica High Commission in London,
who gave the opening address at their
AGM in August 2019.
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Committed to Excellence: Past Students' Success
– Mr. Patrick Hylton (Class of 1979) - AMCHAM’s President Award 2018; Honorary
Doctor of Laws, University of the West Indies
- Ambassador Sheila Sealy Monteith (Class 1978) – Order of Distinction, in the Rank
of Commander (CD) for Outstanding Contribution to the Foreign Service, 2019
- Mrs. Anna Chang-Liao (Class of 1995) – Order of Distinction in the Rank of
Officer (OD) for contribution to the field of Entrepreneurship and Philanthropy 2019
- Mr. Michael Calloo (Class of 2014) - The University of the West Indies, Mona,
Faculty of Science and Technology Valedictorian 2019

Do you know fellow past students who are doing exceptionally in
their respective fields? Please share this success with the PSA so we
can celebrate our Flagrans achievements! Drop us a line at
glenmuiralumnija@gmail.com.
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check out our new website!

glenmuirhspsa.com
Calling all Past Students! We'd love to
hear from you! There are so many ways
that you can get involved. Please register
on the GHSPSA website and never miss an
update on our alma mater!
As part of the sixtieth anniversary decade, we
would like to expand the membership six-fold.
Help us to make that a reality! We are asking
each past student to encourage at least 6 of
their batch-mates to register online. Together
we can do this!

DONATE/VOLUNTEER
TODAY. ASK US HOW.

We need your continued support
to maintain our beloved alma
mater as the high school of choice
for generations to come.

The GHS PSA Jamaica Chapter would like to express sincere thanks to our
long-standing partners:

GraceKennedy | JN Bank | National Commercial Bank |
Nations Choice | Jamaica Broilers | TM Traders | Wisynco

@GlenmuirHighPSA
glenmuiralumnija@gmail.com
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